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Gontext. Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) groups are generally stealthy threat

actor that attacks cyber infrastructure of other states to gain unauthorized access/ingress while

remaining undetected for an extended period of time. Usually, APTs are state sponsored group e.g.

Sidewinder is an lndian APT group that has often targeted Pakistan's military and civil setups. profile,

modus operandi and preventive measures of APT groups are given in the subsequent paras.

2. Sidewinder APT Group

a. Profile. Sidewinder (also known as Rattlesnake and T-APT-O4) is an

**r, group present in cyberspace since 2O12.The ApT group came

into limelight in 2018 when various cyber security researchers identified its

modus operandi and its nefarious operations.

b. Modus Operandi. Sidewinder primarily targets the Asian Region. lt mainly

uses spear phishing emails and masquerading techniques (crafted websites,

emails and mobile apps) to execute cyberattacks on regional countries

including Pakistan.

c. Previous Activities - Pakistan

(1) lncident Analysis and lnvestigation reveals footprints of Sidewinder in

Critical Govt departments.

(2) The APT Group relied on spear phishing email attacks including fake

covid-19 emails and Govt department's fake emails with embedded

malware to conduct cyber espionage operations. ln this regard,

numerous advisories were issued to all concerned highlighting the

attack pattern of Sidewinder.

d. Gurrent - Pakistan. Recently, Sidewinder has evolved its

attack capabilities after likely having access to legitimate mailing systems.

Masquerading techniques include; illegally using identity of Pakistani Govt

Legitimate/trusted users and websites such as NADRA & Pakistan Air Force

to infiltrate other systems and gain Pll of Pakistani users. The masquerading

techniques are based on compromising Govt email systems and fonrarding

fake emails/letters for data extraction/ infiltration and compromise.

3. Preventive Measures. An APT group may frequently change its techniques,

tactics and procedures. However, few preventive measures (but not limited to) are as follows: -

a. Anti-Phishins Guidelines
(1) Timely update all applications and Operating Systems (PC and mobile

etc).
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(2) Use well repute and updated anti-virus/anti-malware.
(3) Regularly review applications permission, system running

processes and storage utilization.
(4) Use separate and complex password for each system, mobile,

SM accounts, financial and mailing accounts etc.
(5) Never use personal accounts on official systems.
(6) Use multi-factor authentication (MFA)/two-factor authentications

where possible.
(7) Never share personal details and credentials with unauthorized/

suspicious users, websites, applications etc.
(8) Never install unknown and suspicious applications.
(9) Never click on unknown links and attachments.
(10) Always type URLs in browser rather than clicking on tinks.
(11) Always open websites with https and avoid visiting http websites

b. Anti-Masouera nq Guidelines
(1) Administrators

(a) Monitor networks including file hashes, file locations,
logins and unsuccessful login attempts.

(b) Use reputed firewalls, IPS/IDS and SIEM solutions.
(c) Use separate servers/routing for offline LAN and online

networks.
(d) Restrict incoming traffic and user's permissions to

maximum extent by implementing system hardening at
OS, BIOS and application level.

(e) Allow internet access to specific users on need basis and
restrict data usage/applications rights.

(0 Verify software and documents before downloading via
digital code-signing technique.

(g) lmplement MFA in mailing systems administrator controls
and other critical systems.

(h) Always maintain back up of critical data periodically.
(i) Regularly change passwords at administrative level.
(j) Regularly patch and update all OS, applications and other

technical equipment.
c. Users

(1)

(2)
(3)

Always re-verify trusted user who has sent email/attachment via
secondary means (call, SMS, verbal) before downloading.
Report any suspicious activity to the Administrator immediately.
Never keep critical data on online systems and store it in
standalone systems.

!


